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Abstract

An increasing wealth of paleo-data over recent years (ice cores, corals, tree rings etc.)
suggest that climate has undergone considerable changes in the past. While the slower
changes over several thousands years in all likelihood are driven by orbital forcing
(Milankovic cycles), the shorter ones over decades and centuries are somewhat
enigmatic, although it must be kept in mind that the paleo data are local measurements
and furthermore only provide indirect information on temperature, precipitation and other
meteorological conditions. With the tentative evidence of such potential rapid climate
fluctuations two key scientific questions arise namely: 1) What are the causes of the rapid
climate fluctuations? and 2) Is the global warming, which we have observed during the
present century, caused by natural or anthropogenic effects?

A direct interpretation of observational data as explicitly due to a given external forcing
(solar, volcanic or anthropogenic) is not really possible due to the existence of strong
feedback factors in the climate system and the inertia caused by the enormous heat
capacity of the oceans. The time-scale of the feedbacks in the troposphere is of the order
of decades. To relate temperature and precipitation at a given point or for a smaller region
to a given external forcing is therefore futile. Observations from the Atlantic Arctic
region including the Scandinavian area are particularly difficult to relate to possible
external causes due to the domination of unstable atmospheric eddies of the climate in
this region. We may conclude that an understanding of climate based on the interpretation
of observational data only is not feasible, unless supported by an adequate theoretical
interpretation.

In lecture I will demonstrate the capability of climate models by means of a series of
numerical simulation studies using models with an increasing level of complexity,
including: 1) calculations of the internal variability of the atmosphere when forced from
an ocean with prescribed sea surface temperature, the same for 2) a system consisting of
an atmosphere and a mixed ocean of limited depth, 3) a fully coupled atmospheric and
ocean model and finally, 4) a fully coupled system including transiently changing
greenhouse gases and aerosols.The model results can shortly be summarized as follows:
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i) Tropical climate is strongly regulated by the sea surface temperature and its
geographical distribution. To reproduce the tropical climate variability it is
necessary to incorporate a fully coupled ocean/atmosphere model. Models are
capable to quite accurately predict the climate anomalies caused by El Nino
events as has been successfully shown in recent years. Climate at middle and high
latitudes on the other hand are generally only weakly regulated by the sea surface
temperature, and most of the climate variability on time scales up to several
decades seem to be dominated by chaotic atmospheric variability. In the
Scandinavian region this chaotic variability is particularly dominant.

ii) Control integrations with realistic coupled models do well reproduce the present
climate, including its natural variability. Some of these models have been
integrated for more than 1000 years. However, the pronounced warming over this
century is not reproduced under the assumption of constant forcing. It is
interesting to note that the recent estimate of the observed global temperature for
the last 1000 years as compiled by Mann et al. (1999) from a multitude of
different data broadly support the model results.

iii) Transient integrations over the last 150 years or so, where models are forced by
the observed concentration of greenhouse gases reproduce by and large the
observed global warming. Superimposed on a general warming trend are chaotic
(not reproducible) fluctuations of up to a few decades or so. The incorporation of
a minor cooling effect by sulphate aerosols (calculated from the observed
anthropogenic emission of sulphur dioxide) brings simulated data in best
agreement with observations.

iv) Experiments with solar forcing fall short of explaining the actual observed
pattern. The 11- year solar cycle included in the forcing pattern cannot be detected
in the simulated global temperature, since it cannot be separated from natural
decadal fluctuations having larger amplitudes.

v) The lack of a warming trend in the free atmosphere during the last 20 years has
been found to be caused by stratospheric ozone depletion and by the cooling
effect of the Mount Pinatubo eruption in 1991.


